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The city of Gulbarga was founded by the Bahmani Sultans in the 14th century as their 
capital.  With the conquest of the Deccan by Aurangezeb in the 17th century, Gulbarga 
passed back to the Mughal Empire.  From 1724 to 1948 it was part of Hyderabad state ruled 
by the Nizams. It was integrated into India in September 1948 after the Indian army defeated 
the Nizam. Gulbarga means "place of flowers and petals" in Persian. Gulbarga district is 
situated 613 km north of Bangalore and 200km from Hyderabad.  

Shri Kshetra Gangapur a well known pilgrimage place for devotees of God Shri 
Sadguru Dattarya is very close from Gulbarga. The climate of the district is generally dry with 
temperatures ranging from 5c to 45c and an annual rainfall of about 750mm. Two main 
rivers, Krishna and Bhima, flow in the district. The predominant type of soil found in the 
district is black soil. The district has a large number of tanks which in addition to the rivers 
irrigate the land. The Upper Krishna Project is major irrigational venture in the district. Jowar, 
groundnut, rice, and pulses are the main crops. Gulbarga an industrially backward district is 
presently showing signs of growth in the cement, textile, leather and chemical industries 
sectors. The Jama Masjid, built by a Moorish architect during the 14th- 15th century, imitated 
the great mosque in Cordoba, Spain. Gulbarga also has a number of imposing tombs of 
Bahmani kings, a shrine to Syed Muhammad Hussaini, known as Khaja Bande Nawaz, and the 
Sharana Basaveshwara Temple. 

The City hosts the Karnataka Central University, Gulbarga University; medical, 
nursing, dental and engineering colleges and a state of the art Robotics & VLSI Design 
Training & Development Center.

Gulbarga City



Anjana Yatnoor

B L Bijaspurkar

Today I understood that power is the strength 
hidden within us.  We need to tap into it, 
unfold it and use it for the good of ourself, the 
poor and all humanity."

“We have to nurture ourselves, be kind and have 
mercy on ourselves and to feed ourselves with 
spiritual food. We will then become strong inside so 
that our decisions are aligned with the core beautiful 
elements of our original nature.”

"We have to 'walk our talk' of spirituality.  The 
power of our good deeds can change our 

karma. Through the good power of the 
Almighty we can succeed in leading a peaceful 

life."

“Soft power is the inner consciousness 
which enables us to do good things for 
humanity with love and affection."

“We have to use power to enlighen our own 
selves, our family, and society and 

whosoever comes into contact with us."

Anthony Phelips

Anand Toshniwal

Anuradha Desai
Advocate

Dr Anuroop Shah

“Power is inner strength. This must be 
strong so that power is radiated to the 

outer self."

Basavaraj Dhoruk

“Power gives the strength and confidence to 
do things that help society become a right 
place for all of us to live in and realize the 

power of the soul."

Allamprabhu Khuba

“Power is a spiritual evolution process."

Managing Director
Khuba Industries

Managing Director
Vijay Bharat Motors
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Pediatrician
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Dr J S Khanderao

Lingraj Patil

“Our power should help youth to grow and 
become more powerful in being able to help 
people in need and to build a happy world."

“Power is the ability to give back to nature for 
future generations, in a divine and honest 
way, what I have obtained throughout my 
life."

Prof G R Naik

Dattatraya Patil Revoor

Jagannath B Bijapur
Jagdish Malu

“Strong power is within ourselves. The future of 
power is to explore the possibilites of the power of 

love, cooperation and happiness in service of 
humanity."

Prof M N Sudheendra Rao

Chakor Mehta

“I realised from our dialogue today that power is 
the respect gained by doing good deeds."

Managing Trustee
SRN Mehta School

MLA Gulbarga South
Adarsh Medicals

Vice Chancellor
Gulbarga University

Artist
The Ideal Fine Art Inst

Managing Partner
Malu Group of Companies

Managing Director
SS Patil Group of Industries

Vice Chancellor
Central University of Karnataka



Meera Pandit

Nalini Mahagaonkar

“I experienced peace in this dialogue. I still need 
more information to help me along the path."

“Our power is within all of us."

“Power is the ability to spread positive 
values through the pracitce of inner core 

values and self realization."

“Power really lies in our deeds performed with 
concern for others, devotion and  gratitude."

“Power is the process of enhancing our ability to do 
good, be good, spread goodness and inculcate the 

human values in the next generation."

Margret Kjartansdottir

Dr Manjunath Doshetty

Prof N Nagaraju
Naina Sethia

“Power is knowing ones self,  to obtain peace 
in life, to think about our good and bad deeds 

and to spread the  awarness of peace in our 
sourrindings."

Nizar Juma

"In business we often forget the process. 
Spirituality is about considering the process and 

being conscious of my actions while achieving 
results. I have an overseer within me, a 

conscience."

M S Devani

“Power is a positive attiude with proper 
direction."

Architect Chairman
Chirayu Hospital

Business Woman,
Reykjavik, Iceland

Asst. Commissionor Commercial Tax
Govt of Karnataka

Vice President
Akhil Bhartiya Rajasthani Mahila Mandal

Architect
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S R Bhimalli

Sanjeev Reddy

“I am happy to learn about the Future of Power. I 
know my strengtsh and weaknesses and I try to 
improve myself."

“Power is the inner spirit which comes from 
nature with the almighty blessings. If 
improvised consistently, it fosters humanity, 
purity and goodness in the world."

"I understand the power world as a trustee for the 
benefit of humanity. Power is goodness, good living, 
good thinking, doing good and spreading goodness.

“I feel today and forever that I am one of the 
most powerful men and I got the actual 
meaning of real power."

“I have changed life and now give the 
message to everyone to please attend all 

the functions arranged by the Brahma 
Kumaris."

Dr Rujuta Ayachit

Prof Ravi Gaddagimath

S S Patil
Chairman
SS Patil Group of Industries

Sampat Gilda

“Soft power evokes the inner spirtiual self 
which we manifest through our soul. It is the 

ethical way of doing everything and giving back 
to society."

Fr Santhosh Dias

“Power from the supreme being leads to 
realization and then to transformation of 

oneself. This leads to actions which give hope to 
the next generation."

Prem Singh

“There is a great need for us to come 
together like this and to find  the right 
power to move ahead."

National Coordinator
Prajapita Brahmakumari Social Wing

Chief Librarian 
Gulbarga University

Pathologist President
District Bar Association

Director
GITA Group of Industries

Chief
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Mother Theresa Charitable Hospital



Sunil Kocheta

Veena Mukund

“After this dialouge, I understood that we need to 
do meditation, speak truth and be positive in life 
for our Future Power."

“Power is the feeling within that you are past 
of this great universe and we get power from 
God. I learnt today the aspect of positive 
power."

“This was a very blissful event. The future of 
power is purity, spirituality, wisdon in youth, the 
power of positive vibrations. This will create a 
bright future."

"Power is a positive phenomenon for the betterment 
of humanity. We need to do things in a better way for 

the generation to come."

Subhash Rathod

Sidram Patil

Udayshankar navani
Proprietor
Udaygiri Industries

Umakanth Nigudgi

“Power is the daily process of living an honest life 
and as a complete person."

Vijay Rathod

Shivraj B Patil

“Power is the spirtual power which is within 
ourselves. This has to be awakened for all time. 
Today's dialogue was needed to be able to achieve 
this."

Dy Commissioner
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BK Vijaya Behn

“The Supreme Energy was the inspiration who has 
brought us all together today to make our future 
bright. The transformer of this world  wants to 
transform this world through us."

Director
Brahma Kumaris Gulbarga

Chakradhari Didi
Director

Brahma Kumaris
Moscow, Russia





Sitting L to R: Anjana Yatnoor (Director, All India Radio), Margret Kjartansdottir (Business Woman, 
Iceland), Nalini Mahagaonkar (Architect), Veena Mukund (Director, Gurukul Educational Trust), S S 
Patil (MD, Patil Group of Industries), B K Vijaya (Chief, Gulbarga Sub-Zone), Nizar Juma (Initiator-the 
future of power, Kenya), Dr Rujuta Ayachit (Prof of Pathology, Latur), Meera Pandit (Assistant Comm, 
Commercial Tax), Anuradha Desai (Advocate), Naina Sethia (VP, Akhil Bhartiya Rajsthani Mahila 
Mandal) 
Standing L to R : Sampat Gilda (Director, Gita Group of Industries), Ravi Gaddagimath (Chief 
Librarian, Gulbarga Univ), Dr Jagannath Bijapur (Samarth J J Hospital), Umakant Niggudgi (Regional 
President, HKCCI), Dr J S Khanderao (Artist, The Ideal Fine Art Inst.), Fr Santosh Dias (Director, 
Mother Theresa Charitable Hospital), Udayshankar Navani (Proprietor, Udaygiri Industies), Jagdish 
Malu (Managing Partner, Malu Group of Industries), Chakor Mehta (Managing Trustee, SRN Mehta 
School) , Sunil Kocheta (CA, Latur), Anthony Phelips (Strategic Marketing Consultant, UK), Sanjiv 
Reddy (Chief, Gulbarga Inn Channel), Anand Toshnival (MD, Vijay Bharat Motors), Sidram Patil 
(Executive Engineer, GESCOM), Shivraj B Patil (Dy Commissioner, RTO),  G R Naik (VC, Gulbarga 
University), B L Bijaspurkar (Director, Hotel Grand), S R Bhimalli (President, District Bar Association), 
BK Prem Bhai (National Coordinator, Prajapita Brahmakumari Social Wing), Basawraj Jogur 
(Industrialist) 
Standing L to R : Allamprabhu Khuba (MD, Khuba Industries), Dr Anuroop Shah (Pediatrician, Shah 
Children’s Hospital), M S Devani (Architect), Dr.Manjunath Doshetty (Chairman, Chirayu Hospital).

Gulbarga , 29th November 2014, Hotel Grand 


